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Abstract—Conebeam CT using a circular trajectory is quite
often used for various applications due to its relative simple
geometry. For conebeam geometry, Feldkamp, Davis and Kress
algorithm is regarded as the standard reconstruction method, but
this algorithm suffers from so-called conebeam artifacts as the
cone angle increases. Various model-based iterative reconstruc-
tion methods have been developed to reduce the cone-beam arti-
facts, but these algorithms usually require multiple applications
of computational expensive forward and backprojections. In this
paper, we develop a novel deep learning approach for accurate
conebeam artifact removal. In particular, our deep network,
designed on the differentiated backprojection domain, performs
a data-driven inversion of an ill-posed deconvolution problem
associated with the Hilbert transform. The reconstruction results
along the coronal and sagittal directions are then combined using
a spectral blending technique to minimize the spectral leakage.
Experimental results under various conditions confirmed that our
method generalizes well and outperforms the existing iterative
methods despite significantly reduced runtime complexity.
Index Terms—Computed Tomography, cone-beam artifact,
deep learning, spectral blending
I. INTRODUCTION
CONEBEAM X-ray CT with a large number of detectorrows is often used for interventional imaging, dental
CT, etc, due to the capability of obtaining high-resolution
projection images with a relative simple scanner geometry. For
the conebeam geometry, Feldkamp, Davis and Kress (FDK) al-
gorithm [1] has been extensively used as a standard reconstruc-
tion method. Unfortunately, the FDK algorithm for conebeam
CT usually suffers from conebeam artifacts as the cone-angle
increases. To address this problem, some researchers have
proposed modified FDK algorithms by introducing angle-
dependent weighting on the measured projection data [2]–[4].
However, these methods usually work only for small cone
angles.
Mathematically, conebeam artifacts arise from inherent de-
fects in the circular trajectory that does not satisfy the Tuy’s
condition [5]. In Fourier domain, this is manifested as the
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missing spectral components at the specific frequencies that
are determined by the scanner geometry [6]–[8]. Accordingly,
without the use of additional prior information, accurate re-
moval of the conebeam artifacts may not be feasible.
To address this issue, several model-based iterative recon-
struction (MBIR) methods [9]–[12] have been proposed by
imposing total variation (TV) and other penalties. The role of
the penalty function is to impose the constraint to compensate
for the missing frequency. Unfortunately, these algorithms are
computationally expensive due to the iterative applications of
3-D projection and backprojection.
In recent years, deep learning approaches have been suc-
cessfully used for a variety of applications from image clas-
sification to medical image reconstruction [13]–[22]. In X-
ray CT, various deep learning reconstruction methods have
been developed for low-dose CT [16]–[18], sparse-view CT
[15], [19], [20], interior tomography [21], [22], and so on. In
addition, in recent theoretical works [23], [24], the authors
showed that a deep convolutional neural network with an
encoder-decoder structure is related to a novel frame expansion
using combinatorial convolutional frames. More specifically,
thanks to the rectified linear unit (ReLU) nonlinearities, the
input space is partitioned into large number of non-overlapping
regions so that input images for each region share the same
linear frame representation [24]. Therefore, once a neural
network is trained, each input image can automatically choose
the appropriate linear representation.
Inspired by these findings, here we propose a deep neural
network for conebeam artifact removal. Instead of using stan-
dard image domain implementation of deep neural networks,
we are aiming for a further step. Specifically, we have shown
in our prior work [25] that the conebeam reconstruction
problem can be solved by successive 2-D reconstruction in the
differentiated backprojection (DBP) domain and subsequent
spectral mixing to minimize spectral loss. This was due
to the the exact factorization of the initial 3-D conebeam
reconstruction problem into a set of independent 2-D inversion
problems as proposed by [26]. Furthermore, in our recent
paper [22] for interior tomography problem, we have also
demonstrated that deep neural networks on the DBP domain
generalize better than the image domain approaches [21].
By synergistically combining these findings, we propose a
DBP domain deep learning framework for cone-beam artifact
removal. Specifically, as shown in Fig. 1, the input of our
neural networks is the DBP images either in the coronal and
sagittal directions, and our deep neural network is trained to
solve a deconvolution problem involving Hilbert transform.
Finally, the reconstructed 3-D volumes along the coronal and
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2Fig. 1. Overview for differentiated backrpoejction domain deep learning. (a) shows the differentiated backprojection parts of coronal and sagittal directions,
respectively. (b) illustrates the neural network part, and (c) shows the spectral blending.
sagittal directional DBP are blended into a one 3-D volume
using spectral mixing techniques.
Similar to our prior observation from ROI tomography [21],
this paper shows that the neural network trained on the DBP
domain generalizes better and can remove conebeam artifact
accurately under various conditions that are not considered
during the training phase. For example, a neural network
trained on a specific cone-angle can be used for different
cone-angles without retraining the neural network, and the
neural network trained on the noiseless simulation data can
be successfully used for noisy real measurements. The origin
of such improved generalization will be discussed.
This paper is structured as follows. In Section II, the
mathematical preliminaries for conebeam CT using a circular
trajectory are provided. Section III then discusses our main
contributions: the DBP domain deep neural network and
spectral blending. The experimental data set and the neural
network training are explained in Section IV. The experimental
results are given in Section V, which is followed by discussion
and conclusions in Sections VI and VII, respectively.
II. MATHEMATICAL PRELIMINARIES
A. Notation
Let x = (x, y, z) denote the point in R3, where x, y and
z are the Cartesian coordinates with respect to the patient.
For the circular trajectory, the X-ray source rotates around the
object f(x) such that the source trajectory is represented by
a(λ) =
[
R cosλ R sinλ 0
]>
, λ ∈ [0, 2pi], (1)
where R denotes the radius of the circular scan. In this paper,
the symbol > denotes the transpose of a matrix or vector.
The X-ray transform Df , which maps f(x) into the set of
its line integrals, is defined as
Df (a,θ) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dt f(a+ tθ) , (2)
where θ denote a vector on the unit sphere S ∈ R3. The 3-D
inverse Fourier transform is defined by
f(x) =
1
(2pi)3
∫
dω fˆ(ω)eιω
>x, (3)
where fˆ(ω) denotes the Fourier transform of f(x), ω ∈ R3
refers to the angular frequency, and ι =
√−1.
B. Differentiated Backprojection (DBP)
For a given X-ray source trajectory a(λ), the differentiated
backprojection (DBP) on a point x ∈ R3 using the projection
data from x-ray source trajectory a(λ), λ ∈ [λ−, λ+] is defined
as [27]–[29]:
g(x) =
∫ λ+
λ−
dλ
1
‖x− a(λ)‖
∂
∂µ
Df (a(µ),θ)
∣∣∣∣
µ=λ
, (4)
where 1/‖x − a(λ)‖ is the magnification factor dependent
weighting. One of the most fundamental properties of the DBP
is its relationship to Fourier transform (3). Specifically, the
DBP data in (4) can be represented as [25], [29]:
g(x) =
1
(2pi)3
∫
dω fˆ(ω)eιω
>xσ(x,ω, λ±), (5)
where
σ(x,ω, λ±) = ιpi[sgn(ω>d−(x))− sgn(ω>d+(x))], (6)
and
d+(x) =
x− a(λ+)
‖x− a(λ+)‖ , d
−(x) =
x− a(λ−)
‖x− a(λ−)‖ (7)
Compared to the Fourier formulation in (3), the main differ-
ence of (5) is the additional term σ(x,ω, λ±). This suggests
that DBP provides a filtered version of f(x). Since the
spectrum of the filter σ(x,ω, λ±) also depends on x, the
corresponding filter is a spatially varying filter.
C. Factorized Representation of Conebeam Geometry
Inspired by the relationship in (5), Dennerlein et al [26]
proposed a factorization method for the conebeam CT with
the circular trajectory. Similar idea was proposed by Yu et
Fig. 2. Coordinate system on a factorized conebeam geometry.
3Fig. 3. Source geometry and filtering directions on the plane of interests.
al [30], so we introduce the key ideas of these factorization
methods.
Figure 2 illustrates the geometry of conebeam CT with
circular trajectories. Here, consider a plane that is parallel to
the z-axis and intersects the source trajectory at two locations
a(λ−) and a(λ+). Let P denote such a plane of interest.
Then, the main goal of the factorization methods [26], [30] is
to convert the 3-D reconstruction problem to a successive 2-
D problems on the planes of interest. Specifically, on a plane
of interest P , we define virtual chord lines and virtual source
locations. The virtual chord line coordinate system is defined
by the virtual chord line direction e, the z-axis ez , and their
perpendicular axis e⊥. The virtual sources av(λ+),av(λ−)
can be simply computed as
av(λ) = a(λ) + zez.
Then, Cartesian coordinate x is now converted to a new
coordinate (t, s, z) such that
x = te+ se⊥ + zez . (8)
On a given plane of interest P with a fixed s, with a slight
abuse of notation, the object density and the DBP data can be
represented by the following 2-D functions
f(t, z) := f(x(t, z)), g(t, z) := g(x(t, z)) .
Since the first and the second term in σ(x,ω, λ±) in (6)
corresponds to the Hilbert transform along d−(x) and d+(x)
direction, respectively, the authors in [26] showed that (5) can
be simply represented as
g(t, z) = pi
∫ ∞
−∞
hH(t− τ) (f(τ, z1(τ)) + f(τ, z2(τ)) dτ, (9)
where hH(t) denotes the Hilbert transform, and z1(τ) and
z2(τ) refer to the coordinate along L1 and L2 lines as shown in
Fig. 3. This implies that the conebeam reconstruction problem
can be addressed by solving a deconvolution problem in the
DBP domain.
III. MAIN CONTRIBUTION
A. Encoder-Decoder CNNs for Deconvolution on P
Although (9) suggests that a deconvolution algorithm can
recover the original image f(t, z) from g(t, z) on each plane
of interest P , there are two technical difficulties. First, the grid
for the unknown image is not a standard cartesian grid due to
the t dependent z1(t) and z2(t) coordinates. In fact, f(t, z1(t))
and f(t, z2(t)) can be regarded as deformed images of f(t, z)
on new coordinate systems. Therefore, the convolution filter
is spatially varying, so standard deconvolution methods do
not work. Second, the deconvolution problem is highly ill-
posed, since each DBP data g(t, z) has contribution from two
deformed images, f(t, z1(t)) and f(t, z2(t)). Accordingly, the
authors in [26] proposed a regularized matrix inversion ap-
proach after the discretization of the intergration with respect
to the original fixed cartesian grid for the unknown images.
This makes the deconvolution algorithm by Dennerlein et al
[26] computationally expensive and sensitive to many hyper-
parameters. On the other hand, once the neural network is
trained, the inference stage of the neural network does not
require any computationally expensive optimization method,
which makes the algorithm significantly faster.
In general, a deconvolution algorithm for (9) can be repre-
sented as a mapping:
T : g 7→ f, g ∈ X , f ∈ Y (10)
where X denotes the input space where DBP data g(t, z)
lives, and Y refers to the space that the image f(t, z) belongs.
For the case of Tikhonov regularization, T has a closed form
expression; but for general regularization functions such as l1
or total variation (TV), the inverse mapping T is generally
nonlinear, and should be found using computationally expen-
sive iterative methods. A quick remedy to reduce the run-time
computational complexity would be precalculating nonlinear
mapping T . Unfortunately, as the mapping T depends on the
input, storing T for all inputs will require huge amount of
memory and is not even feasible.
In this regard, an encoder-decoder CNNs (E-D CNN) using
ReLU nonlinearities provides an ingenious way of addressing
this issue. Specifically, in our recent theoretical work [24], we
showed that an encoder-decoder CNN with ReLU nonlinearity
is a piecewise linear approximation of a nonlinear mapping,
which is composed of large number of locally linear mappings.
More specifically, the input space X is partitioned into non-
overlapping regions where input for each region shares the
common linear representation. Then, the switching to the
corresponding linear representation for each input can be done
instantaneously based on the ReLU activation patterns. We
further showed that although the piecewise linear property
of CNN may provide a limitation to approximate arbitrary
nonlinear functions, it also provides good architectural prior
known as inductive bias, which results in inherent regular-
ization effects. As will be shown in experimental results, we
found that this inductive basis works favorable for conebeam
artifact removal by providing more generalization power.
Another unique aspect of deep neural network is that these
exponentially many linear representations can be derived from
a small set of filter sets thanks to the combinatorial nature of
the ReLU nonlinearities. Specifically, the network training is
to estimate the filter set Θ:
min
Θ
N∑
i=1
‖f (i) − TΘg(i)‖22, (11)
where {(f (i), g(i))}Ni=1 denotes the training data set composed
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Fig. 4. The missing frequency region. (a) The top view of a point
x = (x, y, z) and an source trajectory. The blue line indicates the coronal
directional plane of interest, and the red line denotes the sagittal directional
plane of interest. (b)(c) The missing frequency region for coronal and sagittal
directional processing, respectively. (d) The dark region denotes a common
missing frequency region, respectively.
of ground-truth image and DBP image, and
TΘ : g 7→ f, g ∈ X , f ∈ Y
refers to the inverse mapping parameterized by Θ. Usually,
filter parameters Θ require much smaller memory and space.
On the other hand, the number of associated linear represen-
tations increases exponentially with the network depth, width,
and skipped connection. This exponential expressivity and
the input adaptability make the neural network powerful in
approximating nonlinear function with relatively small number
of parameters.
B. Spectral Blending
Although the factorization method leads to 2-D deep learn-
ing approach for each plane of interest, Theorem 2.2 in our
previous work [25] showed that the missing frequency region
depends on the direction of the plane of interest. However,
we also showed in our prior work [25] that at any point x, if
the missing frequency regions for different filtering directions
are appropriately combined, we can minimize the artifacts
from the missing frequency regions. Accordingly, this section
describes this in detail.
Suppose that we are interested in recovering a voxel at
x = (x, y, z) from the DBP data. Figure 4(a) illustrates the
top view of a point x and a source trajectory. In Figure 4(a),
av(λ) denotes the corresponding virtual source location. Now,
consider the image reconstruction along the coronal direction
where the plane of interest P is aligned in the horizontal direc-
tion (for example, between av(λ−1 ) and av(λ
+
1 )). According
to the spectral analysis in [25], the resulting DBP data has
missing frequency regions along sagittal direction as illustrated
in Figure 4(b). Therefore, any deconvolution algorithm using
the coronal directional DBP data may have noise boosting
along the sagittal direction due to the ill-posedness in the
missing frequency regions. Similarly, for the DBP data along
sagittal direction (for example, between av(λ−2 ) and av(λ
+
2 )),
the corresponding missing frequency region is given by Figure
4(c), which results in the noise-boosting after the decovolution.
This leads to an important question: which directional plane
we should choose?
For the case of full scan conebeam CT, there are redundancy
in the 2-D factorization of the 3-D data, which can be exploited
to answer the question. More specifically, we can perform
reconstruction for both coronal and sagittal directions, and
combine them. Figure 4(d) is the resulting missing frequency
regions by combining the reconstruction results from two
directions. In particular, the common missing frequency region
is a dark square centered at the origin, which is the intersection
of the two missing frequency regions in coronal and sagittal
processing. This implies that except for the common frequency
regions, the missing spectral components in coronal directional
processing can be compensated by the results from the sagittal
processing, and vice versa.
Fig. 5 shows a flowchart for the spectral blending that
was proposed in [25] to achieve this synergistic combination.
In particular, the axial images f cor and fsag from coronal
and sagittal reconstructed 3-D volumes are first converted to
the spectral domain using the 2-D Fourier transform. Due to
the ill-posedness along the missing frequency regions, streak
pattern artifacts, as indicated by the yellow arrows in Fig.
5(b), are usually visible in the Fourier domain along the miss-
ing frequency region. Then, we apply the bow-type spectral
weighting to suppress the signal in the missing frequency
regions and combined them together. This process can be
mathematically represented by
f com = F−1 {w F{f cor}+ (1− w)F{fsag}} .
where F and F−1 denote the Fourier and inverse Fourier
transforms, respectively; w and 1−w are the bow-tie spectral
masks as shown in Fig. 5 (b), and  denotes the element-wise
multiplication.
IV. METHOD
A. Numerical Experiments
The proposed neural network is formulated in a supervised
learning framework, so we need many matched input and
output pairs. To deal with the data issues, the proposed
neural network is basically trained using simulated noiseless
conebeam projection data from ground-truth 3-D volume data.
Specifically, the conebeam projection data and its processed
version (such as DBP data) are used as the neural network
input, and the ground-truth 3-D volume data are used as the
label data for supervised training.
5Fig. 5. Flowchart for the spectral blending. (a) shows axial images from the coronal and sagittal directional processed 3-D reconstruction by neural networks.
(b) illustrates spectral blending, and (c) shows reconstruction result from spectral blending.
Fig. 6. Disk phantom. (a) shows the disk image on the axial plane. (b) and
(c) illustrates cut-views from coronal and sagittal planes, respectively.
1) Data Set: More specifically, to train the neural network
using simulated projection data, simulated projection data from
ten subject data sets from American Association of Physicists
in Medicine (AAPM) Low-Dose CT Grand Challenge were
used. The data set was selected from the abdominal scans that
include liver regions. The x−y size of images is 512×512 and
the z size ranges from 400 to 600, but varies from the patient
to the patient. The voxel size is 1 mm3. Out of ten patient,
eight patient data were used as training sets, one patient data
was used as validation set, and the other patient data was used
for test set. To investigate the dependency on the training data
size, we also performed separate neural network training by
reducing the number of training sets.
Additionally, we also conducted the experiments using the
numerical phantoms in Fig. 6, whose CT number are either
5,108 Hounsfield Unit (HU) or -1,000 HU. Specifically, Fig.
6 shows a typical example of numerical phantom composed
of disks with the same thickness and the spacing between the
adjacent disks. The radius of disk is 80 mm. By changing
the size, radius, the number, thickness, and spacing as shown
in Table I, we created various phantoms. As we know the
ground-truth values, these data set were used to investigate
the network performance in a more quantitative way.
TABLE I
SPECIFICATION OF DISK PHANTOM PARAMETERS. (A)(B)(C) WERE USED
FOR FINE-TUNING, AND (D) WAS USED FOR TEST.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Thickness [mm] 10 14 20 16
Spacing [mm] 10 14 20 16
Number of disks 9 7 5 7
2) Conebeam Projection Data Generation: From the vol-
ume data set from AAPM and the numerical phantoms,i
conebeam CT sinogram data are numerically generated using
numerical cone-beam projection. No noise is added in this
simulated data generation. For the numerical projector, the
following geometric parameters were used. The number of
detectors was assumed to be 1440×1440 elements with a pitch
of 1 mm2. The number of views was set to 1200. The distance
from source to origin (DSO) was 500 mm, and the distance
from source to detector (DSD) was 1000 mm. The maximum
cone angle was set to 35.8◦, and the projection data were
generated accordingly. Since our neural network is trained on
the plane of interest along the coronal and sagittal slices, the
training dataset also consists of coronal and sagittal slices. This
corresponds to 8192 (512 × 8 × 2) and 1024 (512 × 1 × 2)
coronal/sagittal slices for training and validation, respectively.
B. Real Data Experiments
We also obtained the real projection data from a real
head phantom to validate the generalization power of the
proposed method that is trained with the simulation data.
The head phantom data was acquired from a conebeam CT
with circular trajectory with X-ray of 140kVp-9mA. The
detector was 1024 × 1024 array matrix with detector pitch
of 0.4 × 0.4 mm2 and the number of views was 360. The
distance from source to rotation axis is 1700 mm, and the
distance from source to detector is 2250 mm. The cone-angle
of the geometry is 10.32◦. The reconstruction resolution of
the real head phantom was 512×512×512 voxels with voxel
size 0.703× 0.703× 0.703 mm3.
C. Neural Network Training
Fig. 7 illustrates the input and output of the proposed deep
learning methods. Both coronal and sagittal view DBP images
are used as inputs, and the artifact-free coronal and sagittal
view images are used as labels. For the full scan conebeam
CT, the DBP images on the plane of interest P can be obtained
using the two complementary source trajectories, i.e. a(λ) for
λ ∈ [λ−, λ+] and λ ∈ [0, 2pi] \ [λ−, λ+], respectively, where
\ denotes the set complement, i.e. A \ B = A ∩ Bc. In this
case, we use both DBP images as inputs as shown in Fig. 7.
6Fig. 7. Proposed network input/output for conebeam artifact removal.
Fig. 8. U-Net backbone for our method and FDK-CNN.
For data augmentation, the whole data set were performed with
vertical flipping. The size of the mini-batch was 4 and the size
of input patch is 256 × 256. Since convolution operations can
be applied for different size images, the trained neural network
were used for 512× 512 images at the inference phase.
The network backbone corresponds to a modified architec-
ture of U-Net [14] as shown in Fig. 8. A yellow arrow in
Fig. 8 is the basic operator and consists of 3 × 3 convolu-
tions followed by a rectified linear unit (ReLU) and batch
normalization. The yellow arrows between the separate blocks
at each stage are not shown for simplicity. A red arrow is a
2×2 average pooling operator and located between the stages.
Average pooling operator reduces the size of the layers by four.
In addition, a blue arrow is 2× 2 average unpooling operator,
reducing the number of channels by half and increasing the
size of the layer by four. A violet arrow is the skip and
concatenation operator. A green arrow is the simple 1 × 1
convolution operator generating final reconstruction image.
The total number of trainable parameters is about 22,000,000.
MatConvNet toolbox (ver.24) [31] was used to implement
FDK and DBP domain networks in MATLAB R2015a envi-
ronment. Processing units used in this research are Intel Core
i7-7700 (3.60 GHz) central processing unit (CPU) and GTX
1080 Ti graphics processing unit (GPU). The l2 loss was used
as the objective function of the training, and the number of
epochs for training networks were 300. Stochastic gradient
descent (SGD) method was used as an optimizer to train the
network. The initial learning rate was 10−4, which gradually
dropped to 10−5 at each epoch. The regularization parameter
was 10−4.
Since the numerical phantoms have different pixel distribu-
tion from those of the AAPM data set, the neural networks
should suffer from domain shift. Thus, fine-tuning using
different disk phantoms is necessary to deal with the domain
shift [32]. Specifically, the disk phantoms using the parameters
in (a)(b)(c) of Table I was used for fine-tuning, and a disk
phantom of Table I(d) was used at the test phase.
D. Comparative Experiments
As for comparison, we implemented two additional algo-
rithms: a deep convolutional neural network using FDK re-
construction (FDK-CNN), and TV penalized MBIR algorithm.
The FDK-CNN was trained to learn the artifact-free images
from the reconstructed images of the FDK algorithm using
the incomplete projection data due to the cone angle. The
input images were FDK images corrupted with the cone-
beam artifact, whereas the artifact-free data was used as the
ground truth. For a fair comparison, the coronal and sagittal
views images are used as the network input similar to our
DBP domain network. Note that FDK reconstruction combines
projections from all full scan angle, so we cannot obtain the
two different FDK images for each processing direction. This
is why only two images along coronal and sagittal views are
provided as inputs. The same U-Net architecture was also used
for FDK domain neural networks. Accordingly, only difference
from the proposed DBP domain deep network is the input
images. Fig. 9 shows the convergence plot for each network.
The plots illustrate the loss curves calculated after spectral
blending at the validation phase. Since the validation curves
converge closely, we concluded that the networks are well-
trained without over-fitting.
Fig. 9. Convergence plots for the objective function on validation set.
The total variation (TV) penalized reconstruction is also
implemented by solving the following optimization problem:
min
x
1
2
‖y −Af‖22 + λ (‖∇xf‖1 + ‖∇yf‖1 + ‖∇zf‖1) ,
where y and f are measured sinogram data and its 3-D image,
A denotes a system matrix, ∇x,y,z denotes differentiated
operator along (x, y, z)-axes, and λ is a regularization factor.
For quantitative evaluation, the normalized mean square
error (NMSE) value was used, which is defined as
NMSE =
∑M
i=1
∑N
j=1[f
∗(i, j)− f(i, j)]2∑M
i=1
∑N
j=1[f
∗(i, j)]2
, (12)
where f and f∗ denote the reconstructed images and ground
truth, respectively. M and N are the number of pixel for row
and column. We also use the peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR),
which is defined by
PSNR = 20 · log10
(
NM‖f∗‖∞
‖f − f∗‖2
)
. (13)
7Fig. 10. (a) and (b) are the ground-truth image and cone-beam reconstruction by FDK. Disk phantom reconstruction results from (c) FDK-CNN, and (d)
proposed method. (e) shows the profiles along the gray line of the images. The number written to the images is the NMSE value. The values of the black
and white part of the images are 0 and 1 respectively except (f). The window range of (f) is set to [0.48, 0.6] for better visualization.
We also use the structural similarity (SSIM) index [33],
defined as
SSIM =
(2µfµf∗ + c1)(2σff∗ + c2)
(µ2f + µ
2
f∗ + c1)(σ
2
f + σ
2
f∗ + c2)
, (14)
where µf is an average of f , σ2f is a variance of f and
σff∗ is a covariance of f and f∗. There are two variables to
stabilize the division such as c1 = (k1L)2 and c2 = (k2L)2.
L is a dynamic range of the pixel intensities. k1 and k2 are
constants by default k1 = 0.01 and k2 = 0.03.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Numerical phantom results
First, the reconstruction results using numerical phantom
is illustrated in Fig. 10. In the FDK reconstruction result
in Fig. 10(b), severe cone-beam artifacts were observed es-
pecially in the regions far from the mid-plane. FDK-CNN
reconstruction results in Fig. 10(c) can significantly improve
the reconstruction quality, but the shape of the disc gradually
bends as it moves away from the midplane. However, our
reconstruction method provided near perfect reconstruction
without any bending artifacts as observed in Fig. 10(d).
Quantitative NMSE value on each figure clearly confirmed that
the proposed method significantly outperform other methods.
When FDK-CNN and our neural network trained with
AAPM data were directly used for the binary data without
fine tuning, the results in Fig. 10(f) shows that the data is
not correctly recovered. This is as expected since the data
distribution of the numerical phantom in Fig. 10(a) is binary
with piecewise constant regions, which was never seen in
AAPM data. Accordingly, the domain adaptation with fine-
tuning using binary data was necessary.
TABLE II
QUANTITATIVE COMPARISON FOR VARIOUS ALGORITHMS.
Metric FDK TV FDK-CNN Ours half Ours
PSNR [dB] 32.05 34.39 39.99 41.76 42.49
NMSE (×10−3) 35.73 7.32 1.80 1.26 0.94
SSIM 0.78 0.78 0.91 0.97 0.97
Time [sec/slice] - 14.06 0.10 0.12 0.12
B. AAPM data results
Fig. 11 shows the reconstruction images of AAPM data
along the coronal and sagittal planes. As shown in Fig. 11,
the FDK reconstructions around the midplane are similar to
the ground-truth images, but poor intensity and the cone-beam
artifact are visible in the off-midplanes such as top and bottom
areas. Although TV and FDK-CNN methods can improve the
image quality, there are still remaining conebeam artifacts, and
the reconstruction do not preserve the detailed structures and
textures. On the other hand, our method clearly removes the
artifact, maintains sophisticated structures and textures. Fig. 12
shows the axial view of the reconstruction results. The FDK
image shows poor intensity and produces cone-beam artifacts
due to the higher cone angles. While the TV and FDK-CNN
methods compensate for the poor intensity, the cone-beam
artifact still remained. In addition, the TV method does not
preserve the detail texture, and the FDK-CNN overestimates
in Fig. 12(a) or underestimates in Fig. 12(b). However, the ours
method preserved the detailed texture and clearly removed the
cone-beam artifacts as shown in the enlarged images of Fig.
12.
Table II shows the quantitative comparisons of average
PSNR, NSME, and SSIM and their computation times. Our
method produces the best quantitative values in all metrics. In
addition, we show the quantitative metric when our network
was trained with dataset with only 50% of training data set.
Even though the training set size was halved, our network
shows superior result to FDK-CNN in various quantitative
meaures. The computation time of the our network is slightly
slower than that of FDK-CNN because the input size of our
method is twice that of the FDK-CNN, but the neural network
methods are much faster than TV method.
C. Real Experimental Data
Finally, we applied the proposed neural network, which was
trained using only simulation data, to the real measurement to
investigate its robustness to real system imperfections. Unlike
the experiment for disk phantom, here we did not perform any
fine-tuning, since we do not have ground-truth data. Despite
this, the structure is well preserved by our method as shown
in Fig. 13(a). Aside from conebeam artifact, the FDK-CNN
produces additional artifacts inside of head. This issues will
be discussed in more detail later.
Although the conebeam artifact from FDK is not significant
as in the simulation due to the small cone-angle, the zoomed
areas at the top of the skull and the bottom of the the last lower
vertebrae in the coronal direction still show conebeam artifact.
Specifically, as shown in Fig. 13(a)(b) the tissue boundary at
the lower vertebrae is a bit blurry in the FDK reconstruction
8Fig. 11. (a) Coronal and (b) sagittal reconstruction results from cone-beam geometry. Yellow and green boxes illustrate the enlarged views of different parts.
The number written to the images is the NMSE value. Intensity range of the CT image is (-1000, 800) [HU].
Fig. 12. Ground-truth and reconstruction results from FDK, Total variation, FDK-CNN, and proposed method. Yellow and green boxes illustrate the enlarged
views of different parts. The number written to the images is the NMSE value. The z-location of (a) is +236.6mm and (b) is +193.5mm and the intensity
range of the CT image is (-1000, 800) [HU].
due to the conebeam artifacts, whereas the boundary is clear
in our method. Additionally, in Fig. 13(a)(c) the crack and the
space between the bones in the top skull was not visible in
FDK and FDK-CNN due to the conebeam artifacts, whereas
they are clearly visible in the proposed method. In order
to confirm that this crack and space are really present, we
conducted additional experiments by placing the suspected
region (the top of the skull) at the mid-plane of a high
resolution circular conebeam scanner. The detector array was
654 × 664 with the pitch of 250µm, and the reconstructed
image size is 512 × 512 with the pixel pitch of 310µm. As
shown in the bottom figure of Fig. 13, the resulting high
resolution image clearly shows the crack and space of the
skull which coincides with our reconstruction. The results
9Fig. 13. (a) Results of head phantom without fine-tuning the network trained
on AAPM datasets. The intensity range of the images is (-1000, 800)[HU].
Magnified views of (b) green box area, and (c) yellow-box area in two window
levels (top: (-1000,800)[HU], bottom: (300,700)[HU]). (d) A high resolution
CT image is also illustrated as a ground-truth image.
confirmed that the proposed method produces high resolution
image with less conebeam artifacts compared to the standard
FDK reconstruction.
VI. DISCUSSION
A. Effects of spectral blending
To demonstrate the importance of spectral blending, the
reconstruction results by separate processing along the coronal
and the sagittal direction are shown in Fig. 14(c)(d), whereas
the results from the spectral blending is shown in Fig. 14(e).
The horizontal and vertical streaking artifacts patterns are
visible in the axial view images in Fig. 14(c)(d), respectively,
where the artifact patterns appears along the direction of plane
of interests. On the other hand, the spectral blending removes
the streaking patterns as shown in Fig. 14(e). In the coronal
and sagittal view reconstruction results, the results without
the spectral blending exhibited remaining streaking patterns,
whereas our method with spectral blending has successfully
removed them. The PSNR values in Table III also confirmed
that the spectral blending improves the reconstruction quality.
TABLE III
QUANTITATIVE COMPARISON TO VALIDATE THE IMPORTANCE OF
SPECTRAL BLENDING.
Metric Ours sagittal Ours coronal Ours
PSNR [dB] 40.88 39.54 42.49
NMSE (×10−3) 1.30 1.73 0.94
SSIM 0.96 0.94 0.97
B. Effects of training data set size
To investigate the performance degradation with respect to
the training data size, we also trained our neural network using
various training data set size. Specifically, among the 8 patient
data set that were originally assigned for the training data set,
we randomly chose 1∼8 patient data set to train the proposed
method and the FDK-CNN approach. As shown in Table IV(a),
the proposed method outperformed the FDK-CNN across all
training data set size. Moreover, the proposed method trained
with 3 data set outperformed the FDK-CNN trained with 8 data
set. This again confirms the superior generalization capability
of the proposed method.
C. Effects of unmatched cone-angles at the test phase
Although we trained the neural network using the projection
data from the cone-angle of 35.8◦, at the test phase the
trained neural network was applied for the projection data from
various cone-angles from 16.7◦ to 35.8◦. This experiment was
to verify the generalization capability of the proposed method
for cone-angle variations. As shown in Table IV(b), although
the proposed method and FDK-CNN were trained using the
TABLE IV
QUANTITATIVE COMPARISON FOR VARIOUS EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS
PSNR [dB] NMSE(×10−3) SSIM
1 FDK-CNN 34.00 7.31 0.76Ours 38.62 2.41 0.92
(a) Number of 3 FDK-CNN 37.18 3.30 0.90training Ours 40.43 1.57 0.94
data sets 5 FDK-CNN 39.64 2.11 0.91Ours 41.76 1.21 0.96
8 FDK-CNN 39.99 1.80 0.91Ours 42.49 0.94 0.97
16.1◦
FDK 37.28 7.83 0.89
FDK-CNN 39.11 2.15 0.92
Ours 39.74 1.39 0.94
19.8◦
FDK 36.92 9.89 0.88
FDK-CNN 39.51 1.73 0.93
(b) Cone Ours 40.33 1.22 0.95
angle
25.6◦
FDK 35.92 14.45 0.87
FDK-CNN 40.23 1.41 0.94
Ours 41.47 0.96 0.97
35.8◦
FDK 32.05 35.73 0.78
FDK-CNN 39.99 1.80 0.91
Ours 42.49 0.94 0.97
15.0dB
FDK 25.90 4.68 0.55
FDK-CNN 26.50 3.95 0.66
Ours 31.29 0.97 0.69
(c) Measurement
16.5dB
FDK 27.42 4.13 0.62
SNR FDK-CNN 30.46 1.24 0.73
Ours 34.23 0.48 0.80
19.2dB
FDK 30.09 3.69 0.75
FDK-CNN 36.20 0.33 0.86
Ours 38.69 0.18 0.93
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Fig. 14. Reconstruction results with and without spectral blending. The number written to the images is the NMSE value. (a) and (b) are the ground-truth
image and FDK reconstructed result. (c) is reconstructed into a single network of sagittal DBP input, but (d) is reconstructed from coronal DBP input. (e) is
reconstructed from spectral blending between (c) and (d). Intensity range of the CT image is (-1000, 800) [HU].
projection data from the cone-angle of 35.8◦, our method
outperforms the FDK-CNN for other cone-angle than FDK-
CNN. This again confirms the generalization capability of the
proposed method, which is particular useful for interventional
imaging set-up, where the maximum cone-angle can be con-
trolled by a beam blocking filter. Although in this experiment
the neural network was trained only using larger cone angle
data, the results could be further improved by training the
network by combining the smaller angle data as training data.
D. Noise robustness
Recall that our network was trained without adding noises.
To demonstrate the noise robustness of our method, we added
noises to the projection data at the test phase using the
Poisson noise models. The noise level was selected to result
in 15.0, 16.5, and 19.2dB in SNR. Five realization of noises
were generated and the resulting reconstruction results were
averaged. We compare the result from our network to FDK-
CNN. Fig. 15 shows typical reconstruction results by various
algorithms. In particular, the FDK-CNN produces more no-
ticeable artifacts compared to the FDK reconstruction. On the
other hand, the proposed network trained on the DBP domain
was very robust for different noise levels. The quantitative
comparison in Table IV(c) also confirmed that the proposed
method outperforms other methods. This again confirms the
generalization power of the proposed method.
E. Generalization to real data
Recall that FDK-CNN produces severe artifacts in Fig. 13.
Now, the simulation results in Fig. 15 clearly explains the
origin of the artifacts from FDK-CNN in Fig. 13. Specifically,
the real projection measurements contain noises that are not
considered during the training. Therefore, when a trained
FDK-CNN neural network, which does not generalize well,
was applied to the real projection measurement, this limited
generalization power may have produced the artifacts. On the
other hand, the proposed neural network trained using the DBP
data is less sensitive to the noises as discussed before, so that
when it is applied to the real measurement we did not observe
any artifacts. It proves that the network trained on the DBP
domain generalize well so that it works even on the data with
unseen anatomical region and noise patterns.
F. Limitations of the current study
While the paper provides promising results for conebeam
artifact removal, the current study has several limitations. First,
as shown in disk phantom experiments in Fig. 10(e), the
domain shift for unseen anatomical regions that has different
CT number distribution could be a potential issue in practice,
which deserves further investigation.
Although the generating training dataset in simulation setup
is relatively simple, and in real clinical setting it is very
difficult to obtain the matched reference data set. To address
this problem, we need an unsupervised training scheme, where
the artifact-free images are obtained from other person or scans
from complete trajectory (such as spiral scan in medical CT).
In fact, our previous work [34] demonstrated that unsupervised
learning using CycleGAN architecture provides excellent re-
construction results for the low-dose CT applications and we
believe that similar unsupervised learning approach may be
possible for conebeam artifact removal. This is beyond the
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Fig. 15. Reconstruction results for noise simulation. The number written to the images is the NMSE value. Initial X-ray intensity is 5× 105 which result
in 15.0dB of SNR and the intensity range of the CT image is (-1000, 800) [HU].
scope of the current paper, and will be reported in a separate
paper.
Finally, in real conebeam acquisition scenario using circular
trajectory, there are additional sources of artifacts, among
which scatter artifacts from the lack of scatter grid is one
of the most dominating artifacts. In the current study, the
simulated projection data does not assume any scatter events,
which may lead to another difficulty in applying the proposed
method in clinical settings. Therefore, more systematic study
using unmatched data set is necessary to validate the proposed
network architecture for real clinical environment.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we developed a novel DBP domain deep
learning approach for conebeam artifacts removal. Inspired by
the existing factorization approach that converts 3-D problem
into a successive 2-D deconvolution along the plane of interest,
our neural network is designed as a 2-D neural network for
each plane of interest and was trained to learn the mapping
between DBP data and the artifact-free images. Furthermore,
spectral blending technique, which mixes the spectral compo-
nents of the coronal and sagittal reconstruction, was employed
to mitigate the missing frequency occurred along the plane of
interest direction. Experimental results showed that the our
method generalizes much better than CNN approach using
FDK and is quantitatively and qualitatively superior to the
existing methods, despite significantly reduced computational
runtime.
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